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Objective. HPV infection has a strong regionalism, and HPV infection rates and distribution in different countries or regions are different; therefore, studying the distribution of HPV in a particular region
provides important guidance for developing and applying vaccines.
This study aimed to assess the distribution of different HPV types in
women, with atypical cervical cytology, living in Catania.
Material and Methods. We analyzed data from 359 patients that
had cytologically abnormal cervical samples during routine cervical
cancer screening. The patients were from the outpatient services of the

Department of Gynecology & Obstetrics of the University Hospital
“Policlinico Vittorio Emanuele” of Catania.
Results. 171 (47,6%) was HR-HPV, 36 (10%) was LR-HPV
and the remaining 152 (42,4%) was multiple infection caused by different HPV, variously combined. In the HR-HPV samples, the most
prevalent genotypes were HPV 16 (24,5%), HPV 31 (5,3%), HPV
18 (3,4%), HPV 56 (2,2%), HPV 58 (2,2%), HPV 39 (1,7%)
HPV 45 (1,4%) HPV 33 (1,4%) HPV 66 (1,4%), HPV 51(0,8%),
HPV 59 (0,8%) HPV 35 (0,8%), HPV 52 (0,3%), HPV 68
(0,3%), HPV 82 (0,3%). We calculated the odds ratio (OR) of having a viral infection caused by HPV16, HPV18, HPV31, HPV33,
HPV45.
Conclusions. The most common HPV genotypes detected in most
previous European studies were HPV 16 and 31 and in the USA were HPV 16, 45 and 51, whereas the present study showed the most prevalent genotypes in our patients to be HPV 16, 31 and 18.
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SUMMARY: Prevalence genotypes and distribution of human
papillomavirus infection in women with abnormal cervical
cytology in Catania, Italy.
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Epidemiology and basic research have confirmed that
human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is a major cause of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia and cervical cancer (1).
High-risk genotype of HPV (HR-HPV) is more likely
to lead to the development of cervical cancer and the forth
most common cause of death from cancer in women
worldwide (2).
It is estimated that each year approximately 493,000
new cases are diagnosed and 274,000 women die from
cervical cancer worldwide (3).
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Furthermore, many vaginal, vulvar, anal, and penile cancers, as well as head and neck cancers are attributable to HR-HPV genotypes. Low-risk genotype of HPV
(LR-HPV) has an etiological role in genital warts and
respiratory recurrent papillomatosis (4).
The cofactors may be genetic, immunological as well
as sociodemographic, e.g. lower age of conception, high
parity, use of oral contraceptives, diet, smoking, etc. It
was also evidenced that women co-infected with multiple HPV-type infections comprising of one or more
high-risk types were prone to persistent HPV infection
(5).
General improvement in socioeconomic status and
educational level of the population tends to have a good
effect on the risk of cervical cancer by altering some of
the known risk factors such as age at marriage, parity and
health-care seeking behavior. Other strategies such as lowintensity cytology screening (e.g., 1 Pap smear every 10
years after age 35) and visual inspection need to be better evaluated in randomized controlled trials to determine their cost-effectiveness (6).
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Exclusion criteria included current pregnancy, <3
months post-partum and a history of either hysterectomy
or treatment for cervical cancer.
All patients have undergone pap smear, cytology exoendocervical that were collected in ThinPrep solution to
be subjected to extraction of total nucleic acids (DNA)
for research and genotyping of viral DNA.
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HPV-DNA Test
HPV-DNA from cervical samples was extracted and
HPV genotyping was performed by polymerase chain
reaction using Nested PCR.
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Statistical analysis
The population for the statistical analysis was the histologically adequate HPV+ group. The HPV infection
rate was calculated by dividing the number of each HPV
(16, 18, 31, 33, 45) positive sample by the total number of samples that were positive for HPV. We calculated the odds ratio (OR) of having a viral infection caused by HPV16, HPV18, HPV31, HPV33, HPV45.
Furthermore, a binomial 95% confidence interval (95%
CI) was estimated for each calculation of the prevalence of HPV. All statistical analyses were conducted using
Microsoft Office Excel 2013.
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To date, more than 200 HPV genotypes have been
identified, and ~40 HPV genotypes have been detected
in the female genital tract. HPV16 and HPV18 are well
known as oncogenic genotypes; additionally, HPV31,
HPV33, HPV35, HPV39, HPV45, HPV51, HPV52,
HPV56, HPV58, HPV59, HPV68, HPV69, and HPV
82 are also closely associated with cervical cancer. Therefore, all of these genotypes are classified as “high-risk”
HPV. Meanwhile, “low-risk” genotypes, including
HPV6, HPV11, HPV42, HPV43, and HPV44 are the
causative agents for benign or low-grade changes in cervical cells, such as genital warts.
The current HR-HPV detection is supposed to serve as an additional approach for the early diagnosis of
cervical cancer, and was implemented to complement less
sensitive and non-objective cytology-based methods (7).
The high negative predictive value of HR-HPV testing
is applicable for the indication of a low-risk population,
in which the cervical cancer screening interval can be safely extended (7).
Based on the results of clinical trials, several European countries will implement HR-HPV testing as the
primary screening modality (8).
In addition to HPV screening, HPV vaccination has
been shown to be an effective strategy against HPV infection and has been recently implemented in most western countries. Although Cervarix (HPV16/18) and Gardasil (HPV6/11/16/18) protect against infection by
HPV16 and HPV18, these vaccines provide no effect on
some of the HR-HPV types found in at least 25% of cervical cancers (9). Furthermore, the role of non-vaccine HPV
types in the development of lesions remains unknown, and
it remains possible that non-vaccine HPV types could replace these vaccine types as the causative agents for cervical precancerous lesions and cancer in vaccinated
cohorts without sufficiently broad cross-protection (9).
HPV infection has a strong regionalism, and HPV
infection rates and distribution in different countries or
regions are different (10); therefore, studying the distribution of HPV in a particular region provides important guidance for developing and applying vaccines.
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Material and methods
Study Population
In this study the database consisted of 359 women
from the outpatient services of the Department of Gynecology & Obstetrics of the University Hospital “Policlinico Vittorio Emanuele”.
Patients were enrolled between September 2012 and
October 2015. Participants’ages mainly ranged from 19
to 55 years, with a median age of 37 years. Inclusion criteria was a cytologically abnormal cervical samples during routine cervical cancer screening.

Results

In this study, HPV prevalence was espressed as percentage of HPV samples against all HPV tested cases.
Furthermore, HPV samples were divided in high risk
HPV (HR-HPV) and low risk HPV (LR-HPV).
In these 359 samples, from patients with dysplasia
detected by routine pap smear, 171 (47,6%) were HRHPV, 36 (10%) were LR-HPV and the remaining 152
(42,4%) were multiple infection caused by different HPV,
variously combined.
In the HR-HPV samples, the most prevalent genotypes
were HPV 16 (24,5%), HPV 31 (5,3%), HPV 18 (3,4%),
HPV 56 (2,2%), HPV 58 (2,2%), HPV 39 (1,7%) HPV
45 (1,4%) HPV 33 (1,4%) HPV 66 (1,4%), HPV
51(0,8%), HPV 59 (0,8%) HPV 35 (0,8%), HPV 52
(0,3%), HPV 68 (0,3%), HPV 82 (0,3%).
In the LR-HPV samples, the most prevalent genotypes
were HPV 6 (2,2%), HPV 54 (1,7%), HPV 42 (1,7%),
HPV 53 (1,4%), HPV 73 (1,4%), HPV 81 (0,8%) HPV
11 (0,3%), HPV 61 (0,3%), HPV 70 (0,3%).
In the samples characterized by the combination of
different HPV, the virus mostly present with other genotypes was HPV 16 (15%), HPV 31 (5,3%), HPV 18
(2,8%). Furthermore, in the multiple infections the HPV
combinations mostly present was HPV 16 with HPV 31
(2,5%), HPV 16 with HPV 18 (2,3%) and HPV 18 with
HPV 31 (0,5%) (Table 1).
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TABLE 1 - HPV GENOTYPES.
HPV 16

HPV 31

HPV 18

HPV 56

HPV 58

HPV 39

HPV 45

HPV 33

171
(47,4%)

88
(24,3%)

19
(5,3%)

12
(3,3%)

8
(2,2%)

8
(2,2%)

6
(1,7%)

5
(1,4%)

5
(1,4%)

36
(10%)

HPV 6
8
(2,2%)

HPV 54
6
(1,7%)

HPV 42
6
(1,7%)

HPV 53
5
(1,4%)

HPV 73
5
(1,4%)

HPV 81
3
(0,8%)

HPV 11
1
(0,3%)

HPV 61
1
(0,3%)

152
(42,1%)

with
HPV16
54
(15%)

with
HPV 31
19
(5,3%)

with
HPV 18
10
(2,8%)

with
HPV 33
10
(2,8%)

with
HPV 45
7
(1,9%)

with
HPV 16+18
8
(2,2%)

with
HPV 16+31
9
(2,5%)

with
HPV 18+31
2
(0,5%)

Multiple
infections

Negative HPV 2
(0,55%)
Overall cases
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greatly worldwide and is closely related to the corresponding risk of cervical cancer (10).
The objective of our study was to provide some crosssectional figures on the local epidemiology of HPV infection in a population of women attending a colposcopy
clinic in Catania, Eastern Sicily.
Regarding the other genotypes, a high variability is
reported among studies, which could be due to geographical differences, different target populations, different methods for genotyping and random fluctuation
for quite rare genotypes (11, 12).
Genotype HPV 16 was detected in 24,5% of positive samples, followed by 31, 18, 56 and 58. This is well
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OR of HPV 16 infections was 17,45 (95% CI: 4,1373,69; P <0,001); OR of HPV 18 infections was 1,98
(95% CI:0,46-8,61); OR of HPV 31 infections was 3,22
(95% CI: 0,75-13,81); OR of HPV 33 infections was
0,88 (95% CI: 0,19-3,99); OR of HPV 45 infections
was 0,69 (95% CI: 0,15-3,23).
The OR of HPV infections 16, 18, 31, 33, 45 is
graphically represented in Figure 1.
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The prevalence of cervical infection with HPV varies

Figure 1 - The OR of HPV infections 16,18, 31, 33 , 45.
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Figure 2 - Prevalence
of HR-HPV.

previous European studies were HPV 16 and 31 and
in the USA were HPV 16, 45 and 51, whereas the present study showed the most prevalent genotypes in our
patients to be HPV 16, 31 and 18.
Multiple genotypes were detected in 42,4% of infected
patients, the highest figure among those reported so far
in Turin, 8%; in Vicenza, 3.6%; in Apulia, 26.7%; and
in Palermo, 30.9% (21-24).
The finding that all multiple HPV infections contained at least 1 high-risk type, with only one exception
has been already reported. Such an observation could be
explained by clearing of low-risk HPV types and by persistence of high-risk HPV types. The epidemiologic and
clinical relevance of multiple HPV infections still warrant further studies (25, 26).
Furthermore in our study also males partners were
tested. They are often associated with the presence of HRHPV, indicating that male sexual partners of women with
cervical intraepithelial neoplasia might constitute a reservoir for HR- HPV.
Several variables have been found to be significant associated with HPV infection both positively (previous
sexually transmitted diseases, number of sexual partners,
number of sexual partners in the last three months) and
negatively (age, onset of sexual activity), confirming the
validity of the immunization strategy, mainly aimed at
girls aged 12 years, before starting of sexual activity.
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consistent with the results of a comprehensive meta-analysis on HPV positive women with normal cytology conducted by de Sanjosè et al. (13), which reported HPV
16, 31 and 18 among the five most common types
worldwide. In Italy, HPV 16 resulted to be the genotype
most frequently detected in all studies and HPV 31 was
frequently reported as the second most common genotype
(14-17).
Unlike the rest of Europe, our study found that specimens exhibited higher rates of HPV 16 and HPV 31 infections than HPV 16 and HPV 18 infections in this area.
The prevalence of HR- HPV genotype is depicted in
Figure 2.
The relative risk (RR) of developing CIN2+ lesion
among HPV16-positive women compared to women positive for other HR-HPV types has been shown to be elevated (RR= 4.5) (18).
Detection of HPV16 is an useful stratifier of risk (19)
for deciding the clinical management of CIN2 lesion diagnoses: HPV16-negative CIN2 diagnosed in young women with ASCUS or LSIL cytology could be managed
less aggressively through increased surveillance while
HPV16-positive CIN2, the most strongly linked with
CIN3 must be treated. In 2012 the last terminology recommends treatment of CIN 2 if the protein p16 is positive (20).
The most common HPV genotypes detected in most
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